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Abstract
This thesis presents twenty-six original works of flash fiction set in Hagerstown, Maryland and involving three main characters: Bob, Mikkie, and Dr. Aie who share common emotional territory. The works are introduced by an essay that explores the nature and dynamics of flash fiction and how the genre can be used to experiment with fragmentation, narrative line, and alienation. The essay also addresses the consequences that fragmented, fractured, and missing narrative threads may have on the reading and creative experience. The creative works, though singular pieces in and of themselves, are arranged in chronological order to both exploit the benefits of flash fiction and to locate the reader in a more conventional narrative context. Poised between poetry and short fiction, flash fiction can capture the intensity and lyricism of poetry and the abbreviated nature of contemporary storytelling. The creative work uses flash fiction to convey the complex story of life in a rural Maryland town where the past and the present are uneasy.
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